SEAL-A-FRIDGE PTY LTD,
ABN: 83 815 074 470,
P.O. BOX 12029, GEORGE ST,
BRISBANE, 4003

Manufacturers 6 Suppliers of RefrigerationSeals

AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION & CONSUMER COMMISSION,
P.O. BOX 1199,
DICKSON, ACT, 2602
Your Ref: C2006/1981
Attention: Ms Nadia Cook

Dear Ms Cooke,
. .

We refer to your letter of 5* February, 2007, and your request for a written response to a
list of questions.
We are pleased to provide you with the following answers to assist the commission in its
review of our exclusive dealings notifications.

The SAF submission to the ACCC dated 11" December, 2006, stated the following in
Section I A: "SAF acquires directly or indirectly products @m various business 's who
either manufmre or supplyprorfucts. '"
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Patrick Products
RBM Plastics Pty Ltd
Austwide Plastics Pty Ltd
Electrolux

ABN: 78929 681 855
ABN: 64000 464 960
ABN: 16007 331 946

SAF and any of its Director's are not a shareholder or shareholder's, owners or directors
of any of the listed business's or companies.
SAF will purchase goods in bulk fiom any business or company's that will provide

supplies at a consistent standard that meets our requirements and at an agreed price.

In your letter of 5& February, 2007, you have stated incorrectly that "SAF currently
magnet products jiom Patrick Products, iRBM
acquires P VC a t m i o n andfrexrexrble
Plasric fitmions (iRBW, Austwide Plastics Pty Ltd (Austwide) and Electrolule "

This statement needs to be clarified as in our submission, we clearly state: "SAFacquires
directlv or indirectlvproductsfi.om various buiness 's." SAF does purchase some
products directly and some products indirectly fiom the listed companies and business's.
It would be false to state that we purchase all products directly h m the listed companies
and business's as implied in your letter of 5h February, 2007.
All profiles listed in Document 6 were supplied fiom Patrick Products.
(1)
1(a) As detailed in Section 1a of our submission "SAF will purchase g d in bulk
fi.om ary business or company that will provide supplies at a consistent standard that
meets our requirements and at an agreed price. "
SAF proposes to continue to source products directly or indirectly h m the previously
listed suppliers and any others who many join the marketplace under the notified conduct.
Until the ACCC decides and advises SAF whether it will or will not revoke the
notification status afforded to SAF, a situation of commercial uncertainty exists. Why
would any commercial entity spend hundreds of thousands of dollars purchasing supplies
in bulk for Franchisees only to have the notification revoked and have the security of
being able to sell supplies to Franchisees terminated?
Yes, SAF does expect to acquire the products listed in Document 6 h m other
2)
suppliers under the notified conduct. The identity of the likely suppliers are Patrick
Products, RBM,Austwide, Electrolux and any other supplier that may enter the
marketplace.
If notification is not revoked then the range offered to Franchisees will be greatly
increased than those currently listed in Document 6, as detailed in Section 5 of our
submission of 1lh December, 2006.
None of all the existing and current suppliers make all of the PVC profiles required to
replace all of the reftigeration door seals in Australia. They wme h m a variety of
sources as listed in SA and Sb. SAF intends to purchase in bulk from all of the companies
listed in Sa and 5b.
3) a) As detailed in our submission of 11" December, 2006, no one supplier provides
all the PVC profiles, we intend to purchase from all suppliers, so the likely supplier will
vary with the different profile.

4(a) The whole purpose of exclusive dealing notification is to enable Franchisees to
purchase supplies h m the Franchisor so that the h c h i s o r may purchase supplies in
bulk to obtain a discount. The Franchisor is then able to sell the supplies at a lower price
to Franchisees then the Franchisees would normally be able to purchase the supplies fiom
suppliers. The Franchisee is then able to sell products at a lower price to consumers,
therefore providing a benefit to the public.

The only way to obtain a lower price h m suppliers is to purchase in bulk. Currently
Franchisees purchase h m a variety of suppliers but do not have the bulk buying power
to obtain adequate discounts.
4(a)

Franchisees will place purchase orders with SAF Pty Ltd.

4(b)

Franchisees will be invoiced h m SAF Pty Ltd.
SAF Pty Ltd will receive payment for the goods fiom the Franchisees.

4(c)

SAF will purchase the supplies in bulk and therefore the title will pass to SAF
5
then, when the Franchisee orders and pays for the supplies h m SAF the title will then
pass to the Franchisee.
6
SAF intends to meet all of its obligations to the Australian Tax Office including
those which are applicable to the Goods and Services Taxation. SAF will apply GST to
the supply of products to Franchisees as required, in the same manner as other suppliers
apply the GST to goods sold currently to Franchisees.

7
Currently, SAF distributes supplies h m 8, 17-25 Greg Chappell Drive, Burleigh
Heads, QLD, 4226. The goods are shipped directly to Franchisees.
From the beginning, of SAF supplying products to Franchisees in October, 2005, the
supplies have been shipped directly h m Unit 8, 17-25 Greg Chappell Drive, Burleigh
Heads, QLD, 4226. The transportation has been sent to Franchisees through Patrick
Products and Patrick's name and address has clearly been detailed on the consignment
note forwarded with the supplies to Franchisees fiom October 2005.
8

SAF does not own Unit 8,17-25 Greg Chappell Drive Burleigh Heads, QLD 4226
- it does rent part of the complex to control and enable goods to be distributed and to
Franchisees.
9
Franchisees can arrange for their own transport if they wish or SAF will arrange it
for the Franchisee.
10
If a Franchisee requests that we provide transportation at our bulk discount rate,
then we would invoice the Franchisee, not NQX. If a Franchisee has an account with
another tsansportation company, then the franchisee would be charged directly fiom that
Company.
11
Yes, the Franchisees will be able to arrange transportation with companies other
than NQX.

Contractual Arrangements:
12 (a) Since the conduct proposed in the notification is not occurring at this stage, there
are no contractual arrangements in place between SAF and the supplies listed in
questions 1,2 & 3. Once the ACCC has notified that the conduct will not be revoked
contractual arrangement can be negotiated between the parties. At this stage, SAF has
little bargaining power with suppliers, until it can say it has notification status afforded to
it under the Act to enable it to purchase supplies in bulk for all Franchisees. As you are
aware all current supplies of products in Australia have lodged submissions that the
notification be revoked, so that they do not have to give bulk discount rates.
12(b) SAF and NQX - SAF has negotiated transportation rates with NQX.These rates
are detailed in (Boc.1)

SAFYsminimum quality standards were developed to ensure quality control and to
protect the SAF trademark and image.
SAF liidge seals sold by Franchisees have always been sold subject to the Seal-A-Fridge
Trademark # 632 127.
Customers purchase Seal-A-Fridge Fridge Seals because our reputation and trademark
reflects quality in the marketplace. The standards were taken fiom world and Australian
standards to ensure that our products met minimum standards.
Since implementation of the standards, the Franchisor and Franchisees have noted the
improvement in products from current suppliers. This has meant also that other customers
other than SAF Franchisees have received higher quality products, which in turn has been
beneficial to the general public at large.

There has never been an Australian standard for refigeration door seals. I have checked
with Standards Australia who advised me to contact their research division which is
operated by SAI-GLOBAL. I was advised by M .Ian Roe, a research officer fiom SAI
Global Information Services that they were unable to locate references on any Australian
Standards (see Doc 2)

Mr Roe's statement confirmed my own research that there never had been an Australian
standard for refrigeration door seals or gaskets.
Currently and in the past, manufacturer's of refrigeration door seal extrusion and magnet
set their own standards or used the specifications set by refigeration manufacturer's such
as GE, Philips, Westinghouse, Fisher Paykel etc. The manufacturer's specificationswere
confidential and not publicly disclosed for commercial confidentiality reasons.

Each manufacturer would have their own standards, trying to have a much better product
over their competitors.
In the last five years, in the Australian Market, the major suppliers of extrusion and
magnet were the following companies:
(I)

K-Weld Plastics and Engineering Pty Ltd. - who later sold out to RMB.K-Weld
made refigerator door seals under contract to Email to Emails confidential
specifications.

(2)

RBM Plastics Pty Ltd, who made refiigeration door seals under contract to Email
to Email's confidential specifications.

(3)

Austwide Plastics Pty Ltd who has used various suppliers of compound to make
their extrusion, to their own specifications.

Austwide has placed on their website www.austplas.com.au under the heading
"specifications" various specification details that their PVC compound and magnetic
strips meet. (see Doc 3)
Austwide has been in the Australian market of supplying refigeration door seal extrusion
and magnet since 1988, nearly twenty years and many years in China before this; so their
company has experience in the industry.
After extensive research in Australia some of the Austwide specifications were adopted
as the basis of the SAF minimum quality standards.
You will note by comparing SAF & Austwide specifications, there are some similarities,
however the Austwide specifications were only the starting base point.
Over many years, and due to the rising price of oil manufacturers in Australia, Austwide
and RBM had been reducing the quality of their products to save money. The lower
quality standards could lead to damaging SAF's reputation and trademark.
The SAF minimum quality standards for Authorized Products put manufacturers on
notice that the SAF system required minimum standards to be met.

On a positive note, since the implementation of the standards, manufacturer's of
refiigeration door seals extrusion and magnet have improved their standards, which has
been welcomed by the Franchisor, Franchisees and their customers.
The SAF minimum quality standards require certain technical specifications to be met in
the products, but also contain physical and operational requirements to be met for the
overall benefit of the SAF system and customers.

Some of these sjwcifiications for PVC extrusion are:
That the profile thickness be a minimum thickness of 0.5mm. This helps the
(1)
product to last longer for the customers, as manufacturers had reduced it to 0.4 and 0.3 of
a mm which could lead to more seals breaking over shorter periods.of time.
The visual appearance of the extrusion is to have a high quality smooth finish (2)
This gave our Franchisees a better fmish as opposed to streaky and lined finishes.
To ensure quality control throughout the whole process, the manufacturer9sof the
(3)
products were to be IS0 certified - which is a Standard Certification that most companies
have to ensure quality control

(1)

That the magnet must not break in half when folded.

(2)

A minimum of three poles to ensure greater strength in the magnet.

(3)

A lifting bar test to ensure the lifting capacity of the magnet.

(4)

An identity line on the magnet to indicate which size was the magnetized side.

As detailed in the ACCC's publication, The Franchising Code of Conduct Compliance
Manual 1998 issue in Chapter three, page 34 it states:

"Whengoods or services sold by a Franchisee are subject to a registered trademark, the
Franchisor may impose quality stan&rds on those products or services to protect the
value and image of that trademark These quulftystandardr should be prescribed in
writing. %se will not breach the TPA, provided they are genuine. "
Prior to implementing the SAF minimum quality standards, I had a meeting in Brisbane
on the 5~ January, 2006, with Mr Shane Dallas of the ACCC, who informed me that
some companies set quality standards instead of putting in a submission to the ACCC for
notification or authorization and that I should consider this as another option along with
the options of notification and authorization. I chose to initially set minimum quality
standards that met with the details stated in Chapter three page 34, of the Franchising
Code of Conduct Compliance Manual.

These being:
The goods or services being sold by a Franchisee are subject to a registered
(1)
trademark being # 632127 and always has been. This was correct.
That the minimum quality standards were being implied to protect the value and
(2)
image of the trademark. This was the case.
(3)

That the quality standard should be prescribed in writing; this was done.

The quality standards would not breach the TPA provided they are genuine. The
(4)
minimum quality standards were genuine as previously detailed.
All the requirements for the setting of quality standards have been previously met by
SAF.
SAF minimum quality standards were not developed just "out of the blue. " They were
developed by technical and practical research and development over many years fiom
various contributors to improve the quality standard of refiigeration door seals that SAF
offers to its customers under our registered trademark.
14
SAF minimum quality standards do differ from those required in Australia
generally.
One of the major reasons is that our fridge seals are viewed by customers in the
marketplace to be of a higher standard than the run of the mill fiidge seals. The original
equipment manufacturer's (OEM) do not build fiidge's or fridge seals to last. They build
in obsolence " has been given to various products
them for a price. The term ccb~ilt
manufitctwed in the last 15 years. Instead of building a product to last thirty years like
refigerators built in the 1940's. 50's and 60's, today they are built to only last around 10
years, therefore enabling manufacturer's to sell three times the amount of product within
the same thirty year period.
When manufacturer's manufacture to a price, one of the first things to be reduced in their
price cutting methods is the quality. Just one simple example is the thickness of the
extrusion profile. In the SAF minimum quality standards the thickness must be a
minimum of 0.5mm. Manufacturers had reduced the thickness to the 0 . 4 m range and
some even to the 0 . 3 m range. By making the extrusion profile thinner, the
manufacturer's could reduce their costs. The downside is that the thinner then profile
thickness, the higher the chance of the profile becoming torn or split under normal wear
and tear conditions.
SAF minimum standards meant that customers who chose to purchase a Seal-A-Fridge
fridge seal were being sold a higher quality product. It is the customers right to choose
who they purchase their goods from.

15 (a) Potential suppliers may and would be encouraged to approach SAF through
meetings, site visits, letters, email, telephone etc. We are open to obtaining the best
quality products for our Franchisees at the best bulk discount rates.
15 (b) Some of our standards are easily proven through visual or measurement tests,
other more detailed specification could be provided by an independent testing report.
This process is normal in the commercial marketplace.
15 (c) SAF, with access the products against the minimum quality standards.
16
The purpose of exclusive dealings notification (Full Line-Force) is to enable
notioing parties to partake in the conduct of exclusive dealing that would normally
breach the Trade Practices Act were it not for the immunity afforded by the notification.
What would be the purpose of obtaining notification for exclusive dealings if
Franchisee's can just go and purchase products fiom suppliers?
The main focus Franchisees want is for the h c h i s o r to be able to purchase in bulk,
therefore reducing the price of products. If Franchisees can purchase their products
directly h m suppliers as they do now, they will not receive any bulk purchase discounts;
therefore the prices will remain the same and not be reduced, which would not provide
the public with a benefit.
SAF will noti@ Franchisees by mail, when this is required h m time to time,
17
ensuring that normal business guidelines are followed.

18
Due to the fact that we sold our first Franchise in 1997, some ten years ago and
prior to the Franchising Code of Conduct. Clauses IF, 2B, 4A, 4C, 6B and 6C appear in
various formats in different Franchise Agreements.
18(a) Please identifj which Franchisees are not subject to these Clause's and provide
details of my variations.
The details of the variations are as follows:
As stated in our previous submissions dated 6&October, 2006, each SAF Franchise
Agreement contain slight variations. The reasons for this are:
(1

The Franchise Agreement has evolved over a nearly ten year period.

To comply with The Franchising Code of Conduct where the Franchisor must be
(2)
willing to negotiate on the Agreement with the prospective Franchisee.

h general Clause's 1F, 2B, 4A, 4C, 6B & 6C do appear in each Franchise Agreement
however, some of these Clause's have been numbered dierently to suit the current
format of the Franchise Agreement of the time. Due to negotiations at the time of

entering the Franchise Agreement, some Clause's have been omitted from certain
Franchise Agreements.
Yes, there are slight differences in each Franchise Agreement, however what is at the
core of the Agreement is as detailed in ALL Franchise Agreements is:
The Franchisee understands and acknowledges that the "Seal-A-Fridge System"
(1)
requires the adherence by Franchisees to uphold all of the Franchisors standards,
specifications, procedures and policies.
(2)

As defined in 1A definitions

"Authorized Products or Services" means those products or services approved by the
Franchisor for sale by the Franchisee as set forth from time to time in writing by the
Franchisor."
(3)

As defined in 1A definitions

"Seal-A-Fridge System" means the marketing, sale and maintenance of the Authorized
Products and Services under the name "Seal-A-Fridge."
(4)

1B Franchise

The Franchisor hereby grants to the Franchisee a Franchise and Right ("The Franchise")
to use the Marks and the "Seal-A-Fridge System" in the operation, by the Franchisee of
the Business of marketing the Authorized Products and services for the term within the
temtory."

(5)

4C Operating Standards

The Franchisee agrees not to deviate from the specifications, standards and procedures
set by the Franchisor for the operation of the Franchise Business.
(6)

2B Support & Technical Assistance

(7)

6B or 5B Franchisor for Material Breach

(8)

6C Remedies for Breach or 7B waiver.

-

Clauses:
Clause 1F of the Agreement has varied over time in the Agreement.
Nine of the 30 Agreements have the following details in Clause 1F - Purchase of
Supplies.

"TheFranchisee shall have the option ofpurchasing the materialhm the Franchisor or
h
r
n other manuf(~:turer's"
The conduct detailed in the Notifications N50196 Full line forcing and N50197 for 3d
line forcing would still provide these nine Franchisees with the option of purchasing
materials from other manufacturers on the basis that they purchased materials that met
SAF minimum quality standards.

The other 21 of the 30 Franchise Agreements either have the following 1F Clause in their
Agreements:
(A)

1F Purchase Of Supplies:

Purchases by the Franchisee of supplies to be used in the Franchise business from-the
Franchisor or its nominated suppliers or through nominated associates of the Franchisors
acting as buying agents for and on behalf of the Franchisee will be on the following basis:
The prices of the supplies will be no greater than the quoted wholesale prices of
(a)
the manufacturer's of the supplies.
The Franchisee will bear all costs of cartage freight and insurance involved in the
delivery of supplies; and

(b)

The purchases will be on the standard tenns and conditions of sale of the
(c)
Franchisor or relevant supplier h m time to time.

(B)

1F Purchase of Supplies

To ensure quality control and to protect the Seal-A-Fridge trademark and image
purchases by the Franchisee of supplies to be used in the Franchise Business for the
manufacture of refrigeration door seals must be from the Franchisor or its nominated
suppliers or through nominated associates of The Franchisor acting as buying agents and
on behalf of the Franchisee will be on the following basis:
The prices of the supplies will be no greater than the quoted wholesale prices of
(a)
the manufacturer's of the supplies.
The Franchisee will bear all costs of cartage freight and insurance included in the
(b)
delivery of supplies: and
The purchases will be on the standard terms and conditions of sale of the
(c)
Franchise or relevant supplier from time to time.

It should be highlighted whatever Clause 1F is contained in the Franchise Agreements;
that the Franchisee must ensure that the supplies conform to the minimum quality
standards.
Clause 2B appears in every Franchise Agreement
Clause 4A is deleted in the following Agreements:

(1)
(2)
(3)

SAF South Coast
SAF Western Sydney
SAF Brisbane North

However, in each of the three above Agreements the following is contained in the three
Agreements.

(1)

Definitions

bbAuthorizedProducts or Services" means those products and services approved by the
Franchisor for sale by the Franchisee as set forth fiom time to time in writing by the
Franchisor.
And
"Seal-A-Fridge System" means the marketing, sale and maintenance of the Authorized
Products and services under the name "Seal-A-Fridge"
and 1B Franchise
The Franchisor hereby grants to the Franchisee a Franchise and right ("The Franchise")
to use the marks and the "Seal-A-Fridge System" in the operation of the Franchisee of the
business of marketing. The Authorized Products and Services for the term within the
Territory.
These three Franchisees must still conform to the above requirements in their Agreements
and others contained in their Agreement including Clause 4C -Operating Standards.
Clause 4C Operating Standards is in every Franchise Agreement.
Clause 6B Termination by Franchisor for a Material breach is in every Franchise
Agreement, however ten agreements have it numbered 5B.
Clause 6C Remedies for Breach is in every Agreement, however, ten Agreements have it
listed as Clause 78 Waiver.

Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd intends to comply with each and every one of the Franchise
Agreements that it has entered into.
If under Clause 1F the Franchisee has the right to purchase materials fiom the Franchisor
or other manufacturer's we intend to abide by the Agreements and provide the options to
the Franchisees on the basis that the other manufacturer's provide materials to the SAF
minimum quality standards.
This is why we have applied for conduct under N501% Full Line Forcing, so that if the
Franchisee with this Clause in their Agreement opts to purchase materials fiom us, we
can provide it. On the other hand if they opt to purchase it h m other manuhcturer's then
the conduct notified in N50197 Third Line Forcing comes into effect.
Even though each Franchise Agreement has slight variations the core details in every
Franchise Agreement, is as defined in the Franchising Code of Conduct, Section 4 meaning of a Franchise Agreement.
(1)

A Franchise Agreement is an Agreement:

(a)

That takes the form, in whole or part, of any of the following:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

a written agreement;
an oral agreement
an implied agreement;and

in which a person (the Franchisor) grants to another person (the Franchisee) the
(b)
right to carry on the business of offering, supplying or distributing goods or services in
Australia under a system or marketing plan substantially determined, controlled or
suggested by the Franchisor or an associate of the Franchisor, and
under which the operation of the business will be substantially or materially
(c)
associated with a trademark, advertising or a commercial symbol:
(i)

owned, used or licensed by the Franchisor or an associate of the Franchisor, or

(ii)

specified by the Franchisor or an associate or the Franchisor and

.............

n

As detailed in the ACCC publieation:
Small business and the Trade Practices Act, November 2004, on page 8 (See Doc 4) it
details certain things in regard to a Franchisee. It states:

"whenthe small business is a Franchisee, this will involve:"
promoting the product as set out in the Franchise arrangement (usually
preferential over other products)
informing the Franchisor of problems in advance
supporting the Franchisor's products over a competitors products.
When a Franchisee and a Franchisor enter a Franchise Agreement, the Franchisee knows
that certah standards, specifications and Authorized products must be followed. This is
often the main reason they buy a Franchise over a normal business so that they can use
the "Seal-A-Fridge System." and profit h m its tried and tested format rather than a new
start up that has no system.
We would be pleased to provide hrther documentation and answers if requested by the
Commission.
Yours sincerely,

NIGEL ROONEY
SEAL-A-FIUDGE PTY LTD
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Ian Roe" <lan.Roe@sai+lobal.com*
<nigel@seal.com.au>
Wednesday, 7 March 2007 3:03 PM
RN: (0703-020) re: phone conversation

Dear Nigel

I have researched your query and Iwas unable to locate references on any Australian standards that include
information on refrigeration door gaskets. The information you require may be included in a standard that was
prepared by the American Society for Heating and Refrigeration Engineers (ASHRAE). The ASHRAE
standard (ASHRAE 117:2002 "Method of testing closed refrigerators" may include information on tests that
can be applied to refrigeration door gaskets. This standard can be ordered from our Customer Service
Centre. The e-mail address that is used to send correspondence to our Customer Service team is salesAsaiqlobal.com
In March 2004 the Food Service Technology Centre prepared a report on potential applications of ASHRAE
117:2002. The report is available from the following website (fishnick.com/publicationslreportlist/
refrigeration/Application-of-ASHRAE-I 17-and-32.1 .pdf
Kind Regards

Ian Roe
Research Officer
Information Services

SAI Global
The Better Business Pcople

GPO

BOX 54.20Sydney NSW 2001
286 Sussex Street Sydney NSW 2000

'E +61028206 6745

From: Nigel [mailto:nigel@seal.com.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 7 March 2007 12:32 PM
To: Ian Roe
Subject: Re: [0703-0201 re: phone conversation
Dear,Ian
Thank you for your response.
Could you please provide me with references to any Australian or International standards that may relate to
our query.
Thank you

Nigel Rooney

Specifications - Austwide Plastics.

Page 1 of 1

Fridge SEAL
Seals are made up of four pieces of pvc gasket with magnetic strips inserted into the top compartment
and welded at the four corners to form picture frame shaped seals.
For most of the fridges, the magnetic seals are the only mechanism of a fridge that will ensure doors are
tightly shut.
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Small busmess and the Trade PhrctrcesA d

When the small business is a supplier these expectations will involve:
meeting specifications
delivering on time
good product knowledge
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RBM Plastic Extrusions Pty Limited
ABN 64 000 464 960

5th April 2006

32-40 Derby Street, Silverwater, NS W2 128
PO Box 6664,Silverwater,NSW2 I28
Telephone: (02) 9748 2638
Facsimile:(02) 9748 4229
Email: info@rbmplastics.com.au
Website: www.rbmplastics.com.au

Dear Sir,

REVISED PRICING - GASKET & MAGNET PRODUCTS
Over the past twelve months we have seen an increasing amount of our market share
lost to our competitors. We acknowledge that some of this has been as a result of
quality and supply issues, however feedback from a number of customers indicates
that pricing is of signiGant concern to many of you.
.We now believe that we have completely rectified
all issues relating to quality and
supply and as a result of a significant enhancement to our production process, we are
pleased to advise a price reduction across the majority of our gasket and magnet
product range.
Accordingly, please find attached our revised price list, which will become effective
fiom the 1* May 2006.
If required, a free into store price list for your particular region can be obtained
directly fiom our Silverwater office.
If you require any M e r information please direct any queries to your sales
representative or alternatively Peter Ryan at our Silverwater office.
We look forward to a long and prosperous relationship with your organization.
Yours sincerely,

AJ McWilliam
General Manager

RBM Plastic Extrusions Pty Limited
ABN 64 000 464 960

23rdAugust 2005
Att: Nigel Rooney
Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd
PO Box 12029
George Street
Brisbane 4003

32-40 Derby Street, Silverwater.NSW 2128
PO Box 6664,Silverwater, NSW2 128
Telephone: (02) 9748 2638
Facsimile: (02) 9748 4229
Email: info@rbmplastics.com.au
Website:www.rbmplasticrcom.au

Dear Nigel,
Further to our conversation, I am confirming that I have received a copy of a letter dated 14" August 2005,
that was addressed to all of the Seal-A-Fridge Franchisees, and in this letter you covered a range of topics,
some of which are not entirely correct

-

I can assure you, that RBM Plastic Extrusions Pty Ltd will not pull out of the manufacture of
extruded gasket profdes.

What we do require, as is the case of every successful manufacturing business in Australia, is a reasonable
return on investment, and one of the reasons K-Weld got out of the business, is that they were not profitable.
When we acquired the K-Weld operation, we sent a letter to all of their customers advising that 'although
we have experienced quite a number of Raw Material and Overhead cost increases in recent months,
2
your prices will remain the same,for at least 6 - 9 months.'
Onde we had disconnected, removed and reinstalled the equipment fiom K-Weld, we realised that at the
output rates that they were producing at, there had to be a price adjustment to make it viable.
We also noted that K-Weld last adjusted their price on 1'' July 2002.

On 1'' March 2005, we sent a letter to all of our gasket customers, confirming that our price would increase
on 1st May 2005 by 15%, which works out at an average increase, of a fraction over 5% per annum, since
the last price adjustment, this increase is marginally above the CPI increase, over a similar period of time
It was also pointed out, that if K-Weld had kept abreast of the various Raw Materials and Overhead cost
increases over the years, the increase would have only been in the vicinity of 5%.
One of the points that you raised is the savings in raw material costs, if raw materials are purchased in bulk.
We currently purchase all our main raw materials in 20 tonne bulk tankers, fiom both local and overseas
suppliers i.e.PVC Resin, Filler and Plasticisers. There is little or no price difference, between the local and
overseas suppliers of these products, and we constantly review our suppliers pricing, to ensure we are
purchasing at the most competitive rate.
Unfortunately, raw materials used in the plastics manufacturing business, are directly affected by the
Petrochemical Industry, and in turn, controlled by the price of crude oil. Although this is a lag effect it is
real, and you only have to look at the price of fuel at bowsers in the past few years, to gauge the increases.

C n o r i n l i c t c i n tho o v t r r r c i n n nf n l n c t i r n r n f i l o c nnA t r r h o c
.. - -.
.--

When calculating the sell price for gasket profiles, we also need to look closely at the cost of the packaging.
The cost for a 4.0-mtr wooden crate is around $40.00 each, and if there are 200mts packed per crate, it
works out at .20c per metre, just to cover the cost of the wooden case.
Depending on the sell price, this can represents between 15 - 20 % of the cost of the gasket profile.
Freight costs is an area that we have little or no control over, except that there are some savings to be made
if 4 or more crates are shipped at a time. Unfortunately, it is sometimes a cost burden to ask a customer to
purchase 4 crates at a time, and we recently made an adjustment to our price structure, so that they could
order a mix of profiles to make up the 4 crates.
What you did not address, are the manufacturing costs associated with the production of gaskets as well as
the costs associated with having to keep stocks of completed gasket profiles packed in crates on the floor.
At any one time, we may have up to 400 crates of various profiles and colours on the floor, ready for
shipment.
Most products manufactured in Australia are made up of Labour, Raw Material and Overhead costs, and all
of these costs have been creeping up over the years, although Raw Materials and Overheads increases are
the major ones that have affected us.
Things like Fuel, Insurance, Superannuation, Power, as well as the costs incurred to conform to the
Workcover legislative requirements relating to Occupational Health and Safety, are usually overlooked by a
lot of customers.
As you are no doubt aware, the manufacture of consistent quality, extruded gasket profiles is not an easy
task, and you can only run the profiles at a certain line speed, in order to maintain
the shape and consistent
8
size.
We have had problems with one profile, namely the KW 146, although by the end of the week we will have
approved samples ready to send to each customer, and will commence building up our stock of this profile.
We are also in the process of replicating the tooling, for all of the most common profiles that are used.
If possible, I would like to meet with you personally in your office, to discuss the above points with you.
I thought that I should let you know the above details, and if necessary, I don't mind visiting every
franchisee personally, and explaining the above information to them face to face.

-

Looking forward to your response.
Best Regards,

General Manager

** No surcharge for loose lengths.

Manufacturers B Suppliers of Refrigeradon Seals

SEAL-A-FRIDGE PTY LTD,
P.O. BOX 12029,
GEORGE ST, BRISBANE, 4003

RE: STOCK SUPPORT

Dear Franchisee,
Until we receive notification that our submission has not been revoked, we would
appreciate you still purchasing your stock from Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd so that we can
keep the price of extrusion and magnet low.
Please note we have not been charging for loose lengths.
We look forward to introducing these low prices to Franchisees if our notification is not
revoked.
I think you will all agree that if we can implement the new price list it can only be of

positive benefit to Seal-A-Fridge Franchisees.
Yours sincerely,

NIGEL ROONEY

The Domestic and Commercial Refrigeration Seal Specialists - sea1.com.a~
-

Manufacturers8 Suppliers of Refrigeration Seals

SEAL-A-F'RIDGE PTY LTD,
P.O. BOX 12029, GEORGE ST,
BRISBANE, QLD, 4003
pH: 0418 250 240
FAX: 07 5562 1112
EMAIL: orders@seal.com.au

6L January, 2007

Price List if ACCC Notification is successfi~land all SAF Franchisees purchase all the
lines of stock from Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd.
STOCK
COLOURS

PRICE

WHITE

PRICE
COLOUR

S146

Whitelgreyhrown

0.8%

0.89~

S220

White/grey/brown

0.8%

0.89~

S193

Whitelgreyhrown

0.8%

0.89~

S206

Whitelblack

0.89~

0.8%

S188

Whitalack

0.7%

0.79~

SF & P2

Grey

1.61~

1.61~

S 159

WhitefBlack

0.8%

0.89~

SO07

Whiternlack

0.8%

0.89~

SO01

WhiteIBlack

0.8%

0.89~

SO08

WhitelgreyJbrown

0.89~

0.8%

Magnet

S9832 (premium)

PROFILE CODE

0.63~
350m roll

The Domestic and Commercial Refrigeration Sedl Specialists - sea1.corn.a~
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Jason Slack-Smith" <sealafridge@optusnetwm.au>
"Nigel" <nigel@seal.com.au>
Sunday, 11 March 2007 12:28 PM
Seal Prices

Dear Nigel,
i was happy to receive the hopell prices list for Fridge Seals if
the ACCC approve the submission you have prepad.
This is the only area of our business' expenses that will help us
maintain our current pricing schedule. Having said that ,all of our
running costs in this service industry have increased as much as 30%
in the past 18 months. This has taken a huge drain on our incomes
from the business & it would seem that our prices in the near future
would have to be adjusted to compensate. I believe that the other
suppliers of our raw materials would have increased their prices far
greater than 30% ( as obvious in their pricing schedule 1 year ago)
in these past 18 months if the chain of supply that we created had
been unsuccessfid.
With all expenses naturally increasing i am happy to accept the lower
rates on our raw product in order to be able to maintain my current
pricing schedule for a long a possible in this economic climate.
For any further assistance please call me o n

Thank you..
Jason Slack-Smith
7th year owner / operator
Seal-a-Fridge Sunshine Coast QLD

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.446 I Virus Database: 268.1 8.8/7 17 - Release Date: 1010312007 2:25 PM
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FRANCHEE AGREEMENT dated

. . BETWEEN

\\

S c+-\o-p

1997

63

NIGEL JOHN ROONEY Y of 49/93 Smith
Street Darwin in the Northern ("Franchisor")
FABULOUS PZ'Y LTD (ACN 009 609 616) having its registered office at
the office of Kevin R Bracher PO Box 38170 Winnellie in the Northern
Territory ("Franchisee")

AND

RECITALS
A.

The Franchisor has developed and operates the business of manufacturing, fitting and
supplying refrigerator and freezer seals within New South Wales.

B.

The Franchisor are the registered proprietors of the busiiless name Seal-A-Fridge
(~arwin)and Seal-A-hidge (Alice Springs).

B.

l11e Franchisee wishes to acquire from the Franchisor and the Franchisor has agreed
to grant to the Franchisee a franchise to establish and operate a Seal-A-Fridge outlet on
the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the Seal-A-Fridge Area Franchise
Summary annexed hereto and marked with the letter "A".

THE PARTIES AGREE:
E

1.

DEFINITIONS AND INTEXPRETATION

1.1

Definitions
In this Agreement:
"Agreed Consideration"means the entire consideration, whether in money or money's
worth and whenever due, payable to or at the direction of or for account of the
Franchisee by an assignee of the Franchise Business under clause 6, minus the part of
that consideration that properly represents and is formally attributed to the written down
value (using current taxation rates for depreciation) of any goods, wares and
merchandise belonging to the Franchise Business.
"F'ranchiseBusi~ess'~
means the business of the operation of the Seal-A-Fridge Outlet
by virtue of tlle rights and benefits granted by the Franchisor to the Franchisee under
this Agreement and the relationship between the Franchisor and the Franchisee
established by this Agreement.

"Franchise Period" means the Initial Franchise Period and the Further Franchise
Period, if any.

SUBMISSIONS REPLY:

-

Exclusive Dealing Notifications N50196 -N50199 & N92676

I refer to the above Exclusive Dealing Notifications lodged with the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
As part of its review of these Notifications the ACCC, conducted a public consultation
process. Part of this process was to request submissions h m interested parties.
To assist the ACCC, it requested comments about the notification and specifically
comments on the likely public benefits, public detriments and the likely effect on
competition fiom the proposed arrangement.
The ACCC made special mention that in particular, the ACCC seeks comments on:

-

-

the likely benefitsclaimed by the notifling parties
the likely detriment h m the arrangement
the market or markets affected by this conduct, for example the wholesale
markets for PVC Extrusion and flexible magnet products and the retail market for
replacement refrigeration seals.
and the affect of the conduct on wmpetition in any relevant market, in particular
whether there will be a substantial lessening of competition.

There were a total of 15 submissions submitted. The fifteen could be divided into t h ~ e
categories:
(1)
(2)
(3)

C m n t SAF Franchises Manufacturer's or suppliers of flexible PVC extrusion
and flexible magnet
Paid Advisor

-

-

totaling 1 1
totaling 3
totaling 1

All 15 submissions did raise issues concerning likely benefits, detriments and markets.
In response to whether there will be a substantial lessening of wmpetition, all fifteen
submissions did not mention or use the word "substantialn in their answers. All 15
submissions failed to provide any evidence of "whether there will be a substantial
lessening of competition."
All 15 submissions failed to breakdown each market or markets affected.
All 15 submissions failed to detail the competition in any relevant market, so as to
determine whether there will be a substantial lessening of competition.

Notification # N50 196 Full Line Forcing was lodged by Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd as part of
its determination. The ACCC must apply a two part test in evaluating the notified
conduct.
Test 1 Competition test
Test 2 Benefit test.

For the Notification to be revoked the conduct must fail both tests. We will not attempt to
do the work of the ACCC, however we wish to raise the following points:
For the conduct to fail the competition test there must be a substantial lessening of
competition. Taking the term "substantial" in its relative sense, it has been described in
various legal cases as large, weighty and big. In a percentage tenn, substantial should be
more than less. Therefore 51% or 75% could be defined as substantial where 12% or 49%
could not be defined as substantial.
It is clearly not possible that the effect of the conduct on competition in any relevant
market will cause a substantial lessening of competition due to the large and highly
competitive nature of the markets.

In our submission we have listed numerous benefits that will occur if the Notification is
not revoked. The main ones being:
(1)

A 15% reduction in wholesale prices

and

(2)

Higher quality products.

In the majority of submissions who opposed our Notification the statement was made that
the reduction "wasn't very much or that it was little and therefore it was not a likely
benefit.
If a 15% reduction in wholesale supply price is not a benefit what is? Conversely if we
were to raise prices by 15% would they state that it wasn't very much? No, they would
probably describe it as a large and enormous rise.
Clearly, there would be a public benefit.

In respect to quality, currently there is not an Australian standard for refkigeration door
seals. SAF has set minimum quality standards to ensure that the standards are maintained.

In the submissions, there were claims and statements along the lines. "Quality is high and
I have never had a problem with quality." These statements are generalizationsand some
are false.

In our marketplace, we have for a number of years had problems with quality issues (See
Doc's 5 & 6) fiom RBM Plastics Pty Ltd.
RBM has even stated in their own letters that there have been quality issues. "We now
believe that we have completely rectified all issues relating to qualiiy. " (See Doc 5)
If the quality standards are left to the manufacturer, they will just provide us with what
they give us. The notified conduct will only apply to SAF Franchisees, therefore if the
public do not like our higher quality and choose us not to work for them then the public
has that choice.
SAF sells its products under a registered trademark and we are known for our high
quality products. We intend to ensure that our trademark and reputation are protected and
this conduct will ensure this.

In respect to our submission and the likely benefits claimed by the notifying parties.
There is documented and substantial proof that the likely benefits will outweigh the likely
detriments.
These include but are not limited to the following:
Lower priced supplies for h c h i s e e s due to bulk or volume discounts (see
(A)
proposed new price list (See Doc 7 & 8)
Lower prices to the public as a result of lower priced supplies for Franchisees.
@)
clearly, if the Franchisees can purchase supplies at a lower price they can offer their
customers lower prices; conversely if the prices of supplies were to rise, then the
costs to Franchisees by
customers wouldpay higher prices. As d&iled we
15%.
Consistently high qualii refrigeration seal products. A s there is no Australian
(C)
Standard for refrigerator door seals or PVC Extrusion or flexible magnet for the
manufacture of refrigeration door seals.
The manufacturers set their own specifications for these products which over a period of
time were lowered as a costcutting measure. The implementation of the SAF minimum
quality control standards required manufacturers to raise their standards again for the
benefit of the Franchisees and their customers, the general public.
High quality end products to consumers, which are standardized across the
@)
Franchise network.

Clearly, if the products that go into the manufacture of refrigeration door seals are of a
higher standard than the end result is a higher quality product which benefits the public.
Prompt and consistent delivery of supplies to Franchisees, which results in a
better quality service. By having supplies in bulk and providing a fast and efficient
delivery service available to Franchisees.
Q

Implementation of a National Warranty Program. By ensuring that all Franchisees
Q
purchase supplies to the minimum quality standards, we would be able to implement a
National Warranty Program because we would know that each Franchisee was selling
products at a set standard and therefore could give a National Wamnty on the product.

(G) Improved responsivenessto any product recalls: Clearly if the product that we
supply to the consumer is at a higher quality we would have less recalls; therefore the
recalls that we do would be lower and this would enable us to have an improved level of
response to any that we did have.
Environmental benefits - it would be pointless for us to list all of the benefits
flowing fiom the cost effective alternative to purchasing a new refrigerator. Some of
them are:
(H)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

resources saved by not manufacturing a new refiigerator
fuel and transport costs in not purchasing a new refiigerator
carbon and energy usage saved by not manufacturing a new refigerator
Improved refiigerator efficiency

By installing a new refrigeration door seal it clearly uses less electricity which saves the
consumer and the environment.
(2)

Tbe likely detriments from the arrangement:

Lower prices being paid to manufacturers and suppliers for supplies, Previously the two
longest running companies have been able to charge what they please at obvious high
profits for years.
The market or markets affected by their conduct, for example the wholesale
(3)
markets for PVC extrusion and flexible magnet products and the retail market for
replacement refrigeration door seals.

In general the submissions were not able to substantiate or provide any evidence that the
wholesale market would be affected for the simple reason that the market is much bigger
than Seal-A-Fridge and that the conduct would have little effect.

In general the submissions were not able to substantiate or provide any evidence that the
retail market for replacement refrigeration seals would be affected due to the fact that any
affect would be minimal.
Tbe effect of the conduct on competition in any relevant market. In
(4)
particular whether tbere will be a substantial lessening of competition.

In general the submissions avoided this question; those who did answer it avoided the
word "substantial" which is a key word in the question.
In RBM's response tbey stated: "There would ultimately be a lessening of competition
in the marketplace if all SAF Franchisees, were restricted to sourcing their raw materials
h m only one supplier."

RBM knew that they could never substantiate or provide evidence that this conduct
would cause "substantial lessening of competition." For one major reason; SAF and its
Franchisees do not control the substantial part of any market or competition. SAF
controls less than 100/o of any of the markets
As defined in Butterworths Concise Australian Legal Dictionary "substantial" is defined
as "GREATER rather than less: Dandy Power Equipment Pty Ltd v Mercury Marine Pty
Ltd (1982) 44 ALR 173 (substantially lessening competition)
Obviously, there has been opposition to our Notification. We fully expected that the
manufacturers and suppliers would oppose the conduct as it will result in lower prices
being paid for bulk purchases of their products.
We anticipated a coordinated and organized opposition from a small section of
Franchisees that currently receive "special secret" discounts from Austwide Plastics that
are not given to the bulk of our Franchisees.
This conduct will threaten their "special pricing" as it will allow discounts for all
Franchisees not just the chosen few. This conduct also threatens the multi-million dollar
profits some of these companies have enjoyed for years.
The eight Franchisees who provided opposing submissions represent just over a quarter
of all the thirty Franchisees in our group. Two anonymous submissions were balanced in
their approach and maturely kept to the topic. Seal-A-Fridge North Coast was very happy
with service and quality and has been buying stock of SAF since it was available. Their
only concern was that the prices could increase. A new price list (See Doc 8) has been
sent out to all SAF Franchisees that will be implemented if Notification is not revoked

and all Franchisees purchase their stock from SAF. We have reassured Franchisees that
the prices will not rise they will decrease in line with the new price list.
Indeed, the majority of Franchisees have advised me that they are very excited at
receiving the benefits of these proposed new prices as it will impact positively on their
business's ifNotification is not revoked. This is evidenced in an email fiom Mr Jason
Slack-Smith (SAF Sunshine Coast) (See Doc 9 ) Where he states: "With all expenses
naturally increasing, I am happy to accept lower rates on our raw product in order to be
able to maintain my current pricing schedule for as long as possible in this economic
climate"
His views are an echo of verbal responses received from the majority of Franchisees.
We await your response to our reply and will provide M e r information to assist the
commission if required.
Yours ~incerely,~

Nigel ~ G n e y
~iktor
Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd

SUBMISSIONSREPLY:

-

Exclusive Dealing Notifications N501% -N50 199 & N92676

I refer to the above Exclusive Dealing Notifications lodged with the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
As part of its review of these Notifications the ACCC, conducted a public consultatih
process. Part of this process was to request submissions fiom inkrested pities.

The following responses have been provided in response to the 15 submissions submitted
as part of the consultation pmces.

-

Response to Mr David Achcsoa Franchise Consultant Submission dated 2 7 ~
January, 2007

Mr Acheson's position should be clarified as he is neither a Franchisee, manufkturer or
supplier to the SAF group.
He is however a paid advisor, retained to make negative comments about the
Notification. This will soon become clearly apparent.

The assurance given to the ACCC in Brisbane was that the conduct would not be
(1)
implemented until the ACCC had made its final decisions.
SAF is not aware of any bmches contained in Disclosure Documents provided to
(2)
Franchisees.

Mr Acheson uses his own exaggerated interpretation of t m s to suit his clients situation
and demands.
Suppliers:

Mr Acheson has been requested to provide independent testing results that his clients
claim they have copies of but r&se to forward to the Franchisor.

SAF Pty Ltd does not own Patrick Products or King Seals.
Again Mr Acheson uses his interpretation to suit his clients d-ons.
(3)
states:

Claus 1B

"The Ftanchisor hereby pants to the Franchisee, a Franchise and right ("The
Franchise '7 to ure the Marks and the Seal-A-Fdp Spfem"in the openation by the
Franchisee of the blllpilaess of marketing the Authorized P&tp
and Senicesfor the
term within the Territory.'"

Very simple, very straight f@
.

(4)

until Mr Acheson attempts to twist it around

This statement has already been answered in the submission by SAF (Brisbane

North)
In conclusion, Mr Acheson states "that competition would be considerably lessened and
possibly eliminated entirely."

i

1-tostate that competition
would possibly be eliminated entirely is an absurd statement and factually hrarr*. SAF
Franchisees do not even contml 10°! of the Australian market.

I
I

Summnlv
Clearly the submission was a paid production for his employers SAF (Brisbane North).

Mr Acheson spent half of the submission on points other than the Notified conduct. Then
listed issues on benefits, detriments and markets. A comment was made in the last few
paragraphs that "competitionwould be considerub& lessened."however, no evidence was
provided and Mr Acheson failed to mention if there would be a "substantial" lessening of
competition.

Response to Austwide Plastics Pty Ltd submission dated 24a January, 2007

The submission is not divided into the four main sections; therefore we will respond to
the different statements as they are listed. We did not expect that Austwide would support
our Notification as this is one of the companies we intend to purchase from at a bulk
discount rate. Currently Austwide does not offer all Franchisees discounts; only selected
ones.
Austwide states: that it "ershudesPVC extrusionsnthey omit to say that they do not
extrude flexible magnet and that they import it directly from China Austwide states that:
"we also manufacture and supply welding machines to our customers." They do not state
that they will sell a welding machine to start a fridge seal business to anyone who has the
money. SAF Franchisees and other Sdge seal manufacturer's have seen more and more
competition come into the marketplace as a direct result of Austwide's aggressive
establishment of new operators with Austwide welding machines. Austwides philosophy
is the more fiidge seal operators the more product they can sell. This w o h up to a point
as a result some areas now have high competition levels which has benefited the public.

Markets:

Austwide state that "we supply ourfiidge gaskets to not only hundreds of a$er service
agencies and@idge mechanics, we suppty all major commercial and industrial
mfiigeration ,cabinet andfiidge door manufacturer's throughout all the States."
This statement confirms our previous submissionsthat the market for refrigeration door
seals is highly competitive. The conduct only relates to only thirty Franchisees. Austwide
alone supply to over 200 outlets.
SAF has implemented minimum quality standards to enswe that minimum quality
standards are improved and maintained. SAF minimum quality standards are for PVC
Extrusion not for PVC compound. We accept that Polvin Compound Pty Ltd supplies
Austwide, but this is not to Australian Standards, due to the fact that there is not an
Australian Standard.
The standard they are referring to is Polvins or Austwide Standards. SAF produces a
product that is the subject and always has been; to a registered Trademark.
SAF is entitled to ensure the quality and to protect the SAF Trademark and
irnage.Purchases by the Franchisee of supplier to be used in the Franchise business for
the manufacture of refrigeration door seals must meet minimum quality standards.

Background:
The claims made in the background statements are false, biased and without merit. They
form no relevance to the conduct proposed in the Notifications other than a poor attempt
to discredit the Franchisor
Welding Machines:
Austwide's welding machines were of a poor quality resulting in poorly finished
products. SAF developed and manufactured Australian machines to a higher standard and
then manufactured others for new Franchisees. SAF intends to purchase a full range of
profiles Erom a variety of suppliers; Austwide included as long as they provide us with a
bulk discount rate .We are sure that Austwide will provide their continued support which
is h e of charge as Franchisees will still be able to purchase made up seals and so no
Franchise will be disadvantaged. Please bear in mind that the Franchisor regularly helps
Franchisees that ring for assistance.
Negotiate Favorable Terms:
The submission states that 'Wigel Rooney states that he will negotiate favorable terms
with us at Austwide for supply; this is highly unlikely.. . .. ."I would not expect any
other answer Erom Austwide. Clearly they are positioning themselves so that they make
the most money by not giving discounts to all, but a favored few!! But with Notification,
SAF will be able to negotiate a bulk discount rate just like Austwide's other bulk
discount commercial customers they have previously mentioned like; Stoddarts in
Queensland and Williams Reiiigerators in Melbourne.

... .

The Franchisor of a Franchise S y s q does have the right to determine what produds and
the quality of the products that are sold by Franchisees. This conduct only affects SAF
Franchisees, not the open market. Franchisees fieelyjoined SAF because it was a
Franchise System.

Section 51 AC Trade Practices Act:
Unconscionable conduct: This statement is rejected as it claims that prices would be
raised. We are swe that if the prices were raised substantially, our Notification would be
revoked.
In Summary
We hlly expected Austwide to oppose the Notification. Their submission was not
structured in any format and presented several hypothetical detriments. When the issue of
competition was raised it stated: " a f i e competition market has existed infact." We
agree only up to a point because a fiee bulk discount competition market does not exist.
To the question: whether thae will be a substantial lessening of competition, no evidence
was provided other than stating: "Thiswould signijcantly lessen competition" however,
no evidence was provided for this statement. The words substantial were not used.

Response to Patrick Products submission dated 17&January, 2007
We fblly expected that Patrick Products one of the suppliers in the marketplace would
oppose the Notification.
2.

Tbe likely public benefits:

We agree with this statement that the likely public benefits would be "Lowerpricespaid
by consumersfor seals. "

3.

The likely public detriments:

Lower prices paid to suppliers for their products is hardly a public detriment even though
Patricks are a member of the public.
4.

Market wholesale effects

We agree that the Notification would result in "more competitive prices and a greater
competition for work amongst suppliers" How could it not?

5.

Retail Market:

If SAF Franchisees can buy products at lower prices then they could sell more products.
6.

Substantial lessening of competition: Wholesale Market:

We agree that there would obviously be an increased level of competition.

7.

Retail Market:

"Lower prices."

Summary:
The four main questions were answered:
(1)
(2)
(3)

likelybenefits
likely detriments
markets affected

In a straight forward manner.
The question of substantial lessening of competition was answered by stating that: "the
conduct would result in an increased level of competition for business." All the suppliers
know that they will have to compete moxe in the marketplace and that there would not be
a substantial lessening of competition.

Response to RBM Plastics Extrusion Pty Ltd; submission dated 1 5January,
~
2007:
RBM Plastics Extrusions Pty Ltd clearly is an IS0 Certified manufacturerfor " the
manufacture of flexible PVC compounds and colored masterbatch for extrusion,
moulding and electrical cable manufacturing." However - The IS0 Certification does not
cover flexible magnetic strip which is one of the two products used in the manufacture of
refrigeration door seals.
And it would be false for RBM to infer that they are IS0 Certified for both products.
RBM correctly states that they manufacture their PVC Gaskets and magnet strip in
"accordance to the original equipment manufacturer's specifications which are world
wide specifications." They are not made to Australian or world standards because no
standard exists. They are made to the manufbcturer's specifications, which have been
lowered over time to reduce cost.
SAF Franchisees make their living out of replacing broken manufacturer's e d g e seals; if
they didn't break we would be out of a job.

Mr McWilliam's statement that: "this is a rather bold statement from a back yard
operator" is disappointing. Mr McWilliams company has made millions of dollars from
Franchisees who brought a Franchise System h m the back yard operator. We are not
offended by his unprofessionalism.
The statement that; "We manufacture a range of both flexible PVC Profiles and various
sized magnetic strip profiles depending on the manufacturer's specification" is good
news as RBM would obviously not have a problem manufacturing products to our
minimum quality standards.
This statement also confirms the variety of specifications that are in the marketplace.
Linda Rooney does not own Patrick Products. ABN 789 29681 855 - the business that
supplies refrigeration door seal products.

Summary:
The statement that "In summary, I would like to confirm that RBM Plastics Extrusions
Pty Ltd is an IS0 9002 Registered Company and as such are able to manufacture and
supply both flexible PVC Gasket Extrusion and magnetic strip,. .."Implies that RBM is
IS0 Certified for Magnetic strips which in hct it is not.

RE: Comment:
Once again the issue of price is raised in that the prices will go up when in fact the
Notification has stated they will be lowered. Maybe Mr McWilliams is conhsing our
Notification with the price rise he submitted to all customers in 2005.

-

SAF Franchisees do not control both the wholesale and ultimately retail markets.
This statement is absurd.

In Summary:
The submission raised issues on likely benefits, detriments and on competition in the
marketplace; however the submission totally avoided and ultimately failed to raise any
relevant issues concerning a substantial lessening of competition as a result of the
Notification.

Response to SAF (Southwest Vioria) Submission dated 16" January, 2007:

In the submission Mr Walker clearly indicates that he purchases his supplies from
Austwide at a greatly reduced price than what is currently offered by SAF. Given that
several submissions have stated that; the price lists are nearly identical.
The question needs to be asked; why would Austwide give "greatly reduced prices" to
this Franchisee which are under Austwide's standard price list. The reason for this is that
Austwide has different prices for different people and business's. The ACCC should
compare Austwide's standard price list to the last invoice supplied by this Franchisee and
ask the question; If this Franchisee is able to purchase products at a lower price why
doesn't everyone get lower prices? Due to the high profit margins in supplies; Austwide
can give lower prices to "special" customers who help Austwide achieve their ultimate
gain of keeping SAF from obtaining Notification and to ensure they continue to make a
huge profit.
This is why we intend to purchase in bulk, so that all Franchisees can save not just "he
chosen few" like Mr Walker.
If SAF prices were 15% lower than Mr Walker would be able to purchase supplies at a
lower price than he currently purchases them for now. Therefore he would not have to
increase his prices.

Mr Walker states that he is able "to purchase and pick up my stock the same day to which
my customers comment is better turnaround than most business's"
This is one of the most ridiculous statements made in all the submissions. Mr Walker
operates the SAF (Southern Victoria) Franchise which he operates from his home in
Heme Hill Victoria, a suburb of Geelong. Austwide's business and distribution centre is
in Moorabbin Victoria. The distance between the two is approximately 100 kms.
Let's look at the cost and time factom involved in this operation:
Mr Walker drives fiom Geelong through the Melbourne CBD to Moorabbin on the South

East Side of Melbourne. The lOOkm would take around one hour minimum to load and
pick up his products 15 minutes minimum he then drives the 100km's or :lhour back to
Geelong.
Time taken from productive work minimum of 2 hours 15 minutes plus the cost of he1
and tolls minimum $25.00.
The statement that "my customers comment is better turnaround than most business 's"
referring to being able to pick up on the same day requires evaluation. Mr Walker infrs
that he picks his stock up each day. When Franchisees such as Mr Radforddfi. SAF

(North East Melbourne) stated in his submission: "Thathe holk around three months
supply of commonly used products. '"
No professional Franchisee would order stock on a daily basis or even allow stock
reserves to get down so low as to have to order it and pick it up on the same day. It is
very bad practice and driving from Geelong to Moorabbin to pick up product is not cost
effective or a productive use of time.

National Warranty System:
There is not a National Wmanty System in place in the SAF Franchise System.

Advice over the phone:
Mr Walker claims that he can get advice over the phone immediately, he does not say
who he gets advice from nor the topic. The franchisor is always available to give advice
and has over twenty years experience within the industry. Many SAF Franchisees choose
to ring the Franchisor on a regular basis. Mr Walker is a SAF Franchisee and should
remember that he is not an Austwide Franchisee. It is Mr Walker's prerogative if he
chooses not to use the experience of the Franchisor which is available to him.
Standards:
SAF standard's have been set higher than Austwide's which had lowered their standards
to increase their profit.

Shrink the supply line & increase prices:
There will not be a shrinking of the supply line and the wholesale price will be reduced
not increased. If the price is increased and the public do not receive a benefit then the
ACCC can revoke the Notification at any time.

Summary:
The submission briefly raised issues regarding likely benefits and detriments and the
markets affected. The submission avoided or failed to make any mention of a substantial
lessening of competition or provide any evidence of it.

Response to SAP (North Perth): submission undated:.
Obviously it is difficult to provide a response to sections that are excluded from the
public register.
Cost saving benefits claimed:
The calculation provided in the submission is substantially different to the calculation
submitted by Mr Rolley from SAF (Cairns).

In this submission it is based on six meters of material costing $10.60. Let's double the
meters of material and cost to bring it in line with the SAF (Cairns) calculation.
6 meters cost
SAF (North Perth)
SAF (Cairns).

12 meters cost
12 meters cost

The cost difference between the two is nearly 100%. It's hard to believe that there could
be such a difference. Clearly someone has not done their homework and is providing
inaccurate and false statements.
The submission states that: "a total saving of between $0.48 and $1.44 on $10.60 worth
of material is not a big saving.
We have supplied a new price list which is about 15% lower than the current price list.
Let's put this into perspective:
If the Randall's brought a home, a car or a new TV set and the salesman said. "I will give
you a 15% discount. " Would they take it or would they say no "it's not a big saving."

The submission only states a one off saving to the public that is akin to saying that a SAF
Franchisee only performs one job a year. As previously calculated in the SAF (Cairns)
submission, the overall cost savings to the public could be over $100,000.00 not the
mention the greater competition that this would bring to the marketplace.
Likely detriments from the arrangement:

The submission states that the tianchisees will "be locked into buying Patrick Products."
This is incorrect as submitted we intend to purchase fromall suppliers.
Lessening of Competition: Patrick Products will not have a monopoly over supplying
Seal-A-Fridge Franchisees. SAF will purchase h m any suppliers who provide the best
price and meet our quality requirements.

In Summary:
The submission only briefly covered the four main questions. It avoided totally any
response to affected markets and failed to address whether there would be a substantial
lessening of competition and provided no evidence of it.

Response to SAF (Western Melbourne) submission dated 2 0 January,
~
2007:
It is difficult to respond to statements made that are omitted from public viewing. It is
common knowledge that when submissions are submitted with large sections "ficlu&d
j v m the public register. "'en
they must be viewed with skepticism.
The sections omitted can't be viewed at the same standard as information that is
submitted in the public domain.
We therefore are limited in our response to the statements in their submission.
The conduct will not lock Franchisees into purchasing supplies from one supplier.
The statement is made that a "price war" may start, we hope it does and will
actively encourage it so that the prices of the products will decrease.

-

Supply of goods by SAP:

SAF did not claim that it was the same size as "Retravision, Mitre 20 or the like. "
It was making a comparison that we could buy in bulk like these companies.
Even though SAF does not buy the range of products like other companies we still have
bulk buying power if we use it which would provide products at lower prices.
Closing comments:

The comments made were clearly biased and without foundation. The statement ''we are
aware... " is entirely without foundation. The Franchisor is being blamed for conduct in
the Notification that has not even occurred yet.
Trade Practices Act:

Another false statement made in the submission: The Trade Practices Act protects
consumers Q& if the goods or services were supplied or purchased h m a Company (Pty
Ltd) If the business supplying the goods or services was a sole trader or partnership as in
the case of SAF (Western Melbourne) who made this submission then consumers would
have no protection under the TPA.
Again, SAF does not offer a National Warranty Program.
Summary:
The submission hid most of its contents &om public view, so they could not be held
accountable and so we could not verifj or deny the validity of their claims. It only
briefly raised any detriments or likely benefits. It raised nothing on markets and avoided
or did not raise the issue of a substantial lessening of competition and provided no
evidence of it.

The statement that "to most Franchisees, it would actual& be detrimentaland could very
easily cost them their bwiness." Is melodramatic and intended to be so, it is also false and
misleading. As the conduct will actually d u c e prices and not raise them.

Response to Seal-A-Fridge Cairns: submission dated 2.' January, 2007
The two page submission raised issues mainly on the topics of product range and
technical support.
It avoided and failed to address any details on the four main questions of:

1
2
3
4

Likely benefits
Likely detriments
the markets affected
if there would be substantial lessening of competition

The submission was poorly constructed given that the ACCC had provided a written
request on the comments they were seeking.
In answer to the submissions statements we provide the following clarifications:

1.
The conduct will not have any adverse effect on the relationships built up as SAF
intends to purchase products h n all suppliers if they meet our standards. Franchisees
should seek fiendship h m other sources not supplierswho make money out of them.
Again SAF (Cairns) chooses not to call the Franchisor who has over twenty years
experience.
It is clear that the Franchisee is a supporter of Austwide; over 50% of the
submission is an advertising promotion for the Austwide Company.

2.

Interestingly though in the submission there is no mention on extra fieight wsts as a
result of the conduct. 'Ihe very relevant reason for this blatant omission is that the
Franchisee is located in Cairns QLD, and thew main supplier is Austwide who is located
in Melbourne. The Franchisee actually pays higher costs for the supplies and higher
fireight costs as opposed to lower priced supplies h m the Franchisor who is based on the
Gold Coast in the same state and who charges much less for tieight h m Gold Coast to
Cairns.

This is why the tieight issue must be looked at involving all t h i i Franchisees and not on
an individual basis.

-

The statement that "to our knowledge specicrl tools, welder dies etc am available
f i m Ammi& but w & m W"is absolutely ~asle4.I He absolutely is aware that the
. .

welder, dies and special to& that he uses in his Franchise were developed and
manufactured by SAF. The welder he uses every- day- is a SAF welder which was
purchased hm-the previous Franchise owner.

The current SAF and Austwide price lists are similar. When SAF started to supply
Franchisees with stock we stated that we could reduce prices M e r if all the Franchisees
purchased supplies so that this would enable us to purchase in bulk at reduced prices.
This Franchisee did not support the Franchisor and the Franchise System of which he is a
part of by purchasing regular supplies and chose to pay more for his supplies and hight
h m Austwide. He now makes the ridiculous statement that "this has not happened
(prices lower)"
It's a simple fact that if you have the support of Franchisees you can buy in bulk and
save. The Notification will allow us to purchase in bulk and the benefits will flow the
Franchisees and the public.
2B

:The Calculation:

As a general calculation, we agree with the figures calculated, however, what is not stated
is the following:
The discount for Franchisees will be around 15% not 5% (see new price list with
(1)
15% discount applied)
(2)

SAF Franchisees can install up to ten or more jobs per day.

On the calculations provided:
Ten jobs at a saving of $1-65 each = $16.50
The Franchisees work five days per week some work six days.
5 days x $16.50 = $82.50 per week
On a yearly figure this equates to $4,290.00
There are thirty Franchisees who this conduct will relate to which is $128,700.00 per
YearThese calculations are a generalization as each Franchise is different, however the
statement that we cannot s@e this as being of any real savings benefit to end users is
clearly without merit and an outragkus statement.

Mr Rolley obviously thinks that there's little point to the consumer saving money as long
as his "intimaterelationship" with Austwide can continue.
There is no mention of other flow on benefits of this conduct such as our competitors
lowering their prices to match ours; as SAF Franchisees only install less than 1 W of

the refrigeration seals replaced in Australia, what are the multiple benefits of our
competitors lowering their prices. The real savings to the general public could be in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars not to mention improved quality of service and product.

In Summary:
The submission only briefly discussed the likely benefits, detriments and markets
affected. They totally avoided whether there would be a substantial lessening of
competition.

It did however give a glowing and clearly biased promotion of Austwide who you would
think was the only supplier of products in Australia

Response to Seal-A-Fridge North Coast NSW - Submission dated ll* January 2007
The submission confirmed what is known by the majority of SAF Franchisees that the
stock currently being supplied to Franchisees fiom SAF is competitively priced and of a
high standard.
Their main concerns were:
(1)

The Franchisor increasing his margins at any stage.

And
The loss of our right to obtain stock from other suppliers if there is more
(2)
competition.
These questions have been answered previously, but for the record:
If the Franchisor increased the margins to a point where the benefit to the public
ceased to be evident so that the detriment outweighed the benefit then the ACCC could
revoke the Notification.
(1)

(2)

If other suppliers become more competitive (lowered prices) then SAF would

because of its bulk buying power be able to compete.

The conduct will not result in an increase to consumers, rather a decrease.

Summary:
The Franchisees question of price rise has been addressed.
The submission only briefly discussed the likely benefits, detriments and markets
&ected. They totally avoided whether there would be a substantial lessening of
competition.

Response to submission of SAF (NEMelbourne) dated 15" January, 2007

Mr Radfords opposition to the application comes as no surprise. Mr Radford over a
number of years has rejected SAF's new innovations and improvements to the system
that benefit both Franchisees and consumers. If a point is made that opposes Mr
Radford's view and he is unable to provide an alternative view with a valid point he
automatically claims that the Franchisor is being "heavy handed or threatening. "
Mr Radford's tone through the entire submission is one of being hard done by. You
would think that if Mr Radford was so unhappy he would have sold his Franchise years
ago. His actions in this regard negate his complaints. In fact Mr Radford has held his
Franchise for nearly ten years. He must like something about it.

His letter (Attachment C) only highlights his negative attitude; with this said I will
respond to Mr Radford's statements.
(1)

Likely public benefits chimed:

Working on the $1.00 per seal savings calculated, it would multiply across Australia by
our thirty Franchisees to benefit the public by over $100,000.00 per annum
SAF has now issued a price list giving a 15% discount if the Notification is not
(2)
revoked and all Franchisees purchase stock. SAF can do no more than this until we can
buy in bulk at discount rates for all Franchisees to purchase.
The commercial arrangements entered into by Mr Radford with Austwide, would
(3)
I surmise be lower prices than those listed on the standard Austwide price list. Mr
Radford is one of a few Franchisees who obtain lower than the standard prices h m
Austwide while the other Franchisees have to pay the standard prices fkom Austwide.
Why shouldn't all Franchisees enjoy the lower prices? If you were to check the prices in
Attachment A you would see that Mr Radford is receiving special prices.
(4)

The two such examples provided show no evidence of the Franchisor changing its

mind.
In example one it is claimed that "no indication of minimum standards being introduced'
throughout the entire letter it clearly discusses "improvementsand high quality. '"

It also discusses the different prices charged by Austwide for different Franchisees.
Example 2 - Profile FP2 is the most expensive to produce due to its technical shape,
however, the price of $1.90 per meter was still 10c under the price of Austwide's
standard list price, however, obviously the $1.90 per metre price could not compare with
Mr Radford's "secret" special prices provided by Austwide.

We agree with Mr Radford's statement that his "customersare already receiving
(5)
discountedprices due to competition."

SAF will create even more competition in the marketplace and enable Franchisees to
purchase supplies at lower prices benefiting the public.
(6) SAF does not have to set retail prices, it can however sell supplies to Franchisees
at 15% lower prices who can then offer lower prices to obtain more business which will
then benefit the consumer. The market forces will dictate the end prices of the product.
Lowering material charges will be a positive for Franchisees who are in fact members of
the public.
The new Franchise Agreements with other Franchisees sre irrelevant to the
(7)
conduct notified by the Notification. The assistance provided by the Franchisor is in
accordance with the executed Franchise Agreements.
On past experience with the Franchisee it is not hard to anticipate that he will
(8)
continue to make false statements. He is filly aware that the ACCC may revoke
Notification if the following occurs.
(1)

the likely detriment b m this conduct outweighs the likely benefits

and
(2)

if there is substantial lessening of competition

Yet the same invalid scare tactics are used in nearly every submission that the prices will
rise higher than they are now.
SAF has not stated that the current suppliersproduce poor quality products;
(9)
however, SAF has set minimum quality standards which should be welcomed by
Franchisees to ensure that poor quality products are not produced. It should be noted that
there is not an Australian Standard for PVC extrusion or flexible magnet used in the
manufacture of refrigeration door seals. It is hoped that in the future our standards can
f o m the foundation of such an Australian Standard.
(10)

SAF has its products m a n u f a r e d to the minimum quality standard required.

(1 1) SAF minimum quality standard must be met however as a protection and practical
aid to Franchisees if products cannot be sourced that rneet our standards then the
Franchisee is able to source supplies b m alternative products until a product can be
sourced that meet our standards.

The alternative would be that the Franchisee would not be able to use any products that
did not rneet our standards and that would mean that they would lose money on lost
business which is not a very practical solution.

There are clearly financial and quality benefits for the public from the Notification.
2.

Likely detriments from the arrangements:

The Franchisor did not acknowledge that Victorian Franchisees are likely to be
1.
disadvantaged by exclusive dealing rights see (1 la December 2006, letter page 3 & 4)
The referred paragraph states: "obviouslythere are transportation costs imohed even if
the goo& are moved within Victoria alone. The question of transportation cost should
not be viewed in isolation by afew Franchisees, but as a group of thirty Franchisees."

Mr Radford again takes a creative interpretation to our statements.
So that we can make it clear for Mr Radford, the meaning of the statement is; that even if
you purchase your products fiom Austwide in Melbourne and you have them transported
fiom Austwide in Moorabbin to Mr Radford's business in Donvale or you have them
transported fiom SAF on the Gold Coast to Donvale, there are transportation wsts
involved and these costs should not be viewed in isolation but as a group of thirty
Franchisees.

The additional cost will be offset by the 15% discount on product. For example if
2.
the PVC Extrusion was $1.05 per meter and it is now $0.89~per meter then it is a saving
of $0.16~per meter. This more than offsets the $0.5~per meter for delivery by $0.1 lc
per meter.
Commonsense would mean that prior to Franchisees purchasing new stock that
3.
they use their existing stock supplies first. This has previously been stated to Mr Radfmd
yet he states: "The Franchisor has oflend no rational process for use of existing stock "
If our explanation to the ACCC is not rational enough, I welcome another rational
alternative to review from the ACCC.
4.
We reject this statement. It is commonsense to carry a wide variety of profiles.
The public would be denied a variety of products by this conduct.

1.
The time line will be kept to within a seven day period.
RBM and Austwide are not "so sub-standard." Since the implementation of our
2.
minimum quality standards they have improved their standards.
3.
The criteria for approval will use as its foundation, the SAF minimum quality
standards and commonsense would prevail that the "practicalitiesfaced by Franchisees."
be taken into account.
6.
There is no strained relationships between RBM,Austwide and SAF. Both RBM
and Austwide are doing their outmost to protect the millions of dollars worth of profit
they have made firom SAF Franchisees throughout the years.

We intend to supply a full range of product for Franchisees.

7.

The weld strength of Patrick Products is not inferior, it requires less heat in the
8.
welding process as it is a higher grade product.
9.
How is this statement a likely detriment fiom the arrangements. Clearly, the use
of higher quality materials in the manufacture of refrigeration door seals results in a
higher quality product. As a result no case needs to be established.

The public would not face increased prices, the Franchisee will not have reduced stock
options and will gain a higher quality product. Since RBM and Austwide would still
provide products to SAF (at bulk discount rates) then it would be in their interest to
provide technical support.
SAF Franchisees would not be disadvantaged and less competitive then now.

The Markets:

3.

The submission states that &'thecontinued benefit of the w e n t competition appears the
most likely to maintain competitive wholesale prices. " However, these prices are not for
bulk discount prices. By buying in bulk SAF will be able to reduce prices even further.
The effect of exclusive dealing would increase competitive forces and is likely to result in
a lowering of wholesale bulk prices.
The effect of the conduct on competition in any relevant market, in particular
whether there will be a "substantiallessening of competition. "

4.

--

The prices will decrease.
The product lines will remain the same
And SAF Franchisees will be more competitive

No evidence was provided of a substantial lessening of competition.

Other Points:
LC

-

SAF will negotiate with any suppliers

Linda Rooney has never been a Director of Patrick Products. Patrick Products has
never been a Pty Ltd Company. Patrick Products ABN 78929681 855 is not owned or
operated by Linda Rooney or Linda Hewing.
2.

4
Yet another wild and false statement made by Mr Radford. SAF has already
provided documentation to the ACCC that Seal-A-Fridge Franchise Agreements are
under three separate entities .

1.
2.
3.

Nigel Rooney
Nigel & Lida Rooney
Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd

The exclusive dealing notification only applies to SAF Pty Ltd, which has t h ' i
Franchise Agreements, not thirty four as claimed by Mr R a d f d
5,7, loaii, lObii
SAF has nothing to hide. There is no point nominating approved
suppliers until the conduct starts. Why does Mr Radford shy away fiom stating what the
Franchisor is hiding? Mr Radford has not been shy in his attack on the Franchisor why
stop now? Maybe it's because of the“^" special prices Mr Radford obtains h m
Austwide?

The Franchisor has the rights under the Franchise Agreement and operates in
14
accordance to the Franchising Code of Conduct.
15(b) The SAF minimum quality standards have been written so that all manufactums
and suppliers can reach the standards if they choose to.
Conclusion:

The implementation plan and nominated approved suppliers will be provided once the
ACCC makes its decision. The plan will be structured in a practical and commonsense

manner.
Franchisor Conduct:

Mr Radford is renowned for his continual Franchisor bashing episodes. His description of
"heavy-handed and bullying tactics, pedantic l e d argument and threats of material
breach" are commonplace and without merit.
We often wonder why Mr Radford would stay in a Franchise System from 1999, if he
was treated as he claims. The reason that he does is that Mr Kadford has made lots of
money and continues to do so under the Seal-A-Fridge System he operates4
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In Summary:

Mr Radford has listed likely benefits and detriments and very briefly discussed markets
affected. He has not even mentioned or raised whether t h e would be substantial
lessening of competition. Mr Radford has spent more than 50% of his submission
attacking the Franchisor. This was entirely expected
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Response to Seal-A-Fridge (South Eastern Melbourne) submission dated 22d
January, 2007

The submission was one of the few that even bothered to answer the four main questions.
1.

The likely benefits claimed:

The statement is made that "the Franchisees and the public will benefit with lowerprices
is umbstantiated " This statement is rejected as SAF has n o w issued a new price list for
extrusion tht is around 15% lower than previous price lists Therefore, there is
substantiation, that the Franchisees and the public will benefit h m lower material costs.
The statement is made that "theFranchisor's products will most likely be limited to
suppliesfi.om Patrick Products." As previously stated in our submissions, SAF will
purchase supplies h m any supplier who meet our quality standards and bulk price
discounts and we will offer a full range of supplies under the Exclusive Dealings
Notification. If we are unable to supply any supplies then we will refer the Franchisee to
a nominated third party which is the reason for the 3d line forcing Notification.

SAF is willing to negotiate with RBM, Austwide, Patricks or any other supplier to obtain
the highest quality at a bulk discount rate. The statement is made that uclaims of lower
prices to thepublic are misleading."This statement is rejected as clearly SAF has no
control over advertising costs, petrol, telephone, vehicle running and maintenance etc. it
does have some potential to reduce prices for supplies if the Notification is not revoked.
Commonsense should prevail that if everything was increasing in price in the running of
a business that if prices for supplies could be reduced then it would be a benefit to
Franchisees and the public. The conduct is in fact reducing prices not raising them.
The statement that "the current competition in the marketfor PVC extrusion and magnet
seems to be the most beneficial to everyvne ie. RBM Aurtwide and Patrick Pmducts. "
I am pleased by the honesty of this statement; we totally agree with it. Yes the current
competition is most beneficial to the manufacturer's not to the Franchisees or the public.
The manufacturer's have standardized their pricing within 5% of one another so they can
maximize their returns &omthe market. Great returns if you can get away with it, which
they have successhlly succeeded in doing for many years. However - The Notified
conduct will allow SAF to purchase in bulk from these manufacturer's and put one
against the other for the lower prices. The Franchisees will benefit and so will the public.
SAF has never stated that the products h m RBM or Austwide were of poor quality;
however, by setting minimum quality standards it required the manufacturer's to raise
their standards, since there is not an Australian standard for PVC Extrusion or flexible

'

magnet. As a result the Franchisees have higher quality supplies and the public receive
improved products.
The benefit stated in our submission that the public will have environmental benefits is
commonsense to say the least. Yes, there are many companies that do what we do, our
submission stated that "buy buying supplies in bulk and reducingprices it will ensure that
we can stay in business an continue topmvide a cost efective alternative. "
(2)

The likely detriments from the arrangements:

SAF intends to provide products most beneficial at lower prices.
Freight costs will be kept to a minimum for Franchisees however fieight costs need to be
looked at over all Franchisees not just one or a few. Overall, Franchisees will benefit and
so will the public.
The Franchisor does, has and will continue to provide technical assistance and support to
Franchisees who request it.

(3)

The market or markets affected by this conduct.

There will be more competition between the suppliers as they will compete against one
another for bulk discount prices.
The statement is made that: "The Franchisor has previously stated that he does not intend
to supply thefill range. This is i n c o r n as previously stated in our submission, we
intend to supply a full range for Franchisees at lower prices.
"

Several claims are made in this section that are unsubstantiated and have no relevance in
this section on markets.

The effect on competition in any relevant market in particular whether there
(4)
will be a substantial lesseoing of competition:
The statement that "the introduction of Patrick Products into the market resulted in
wholesale price reductions.. The benefits of the current competition in the market seem to
be a win-win situation. " We totally agree with this statement.
The Notified conduct will further reduce prices by enabling bulk discount purchases.
The statement that "exclusivedealing will most likely reduce competition and result in an
eventual increase in wholesale prices and the Franchisees and the public will be the
losers. " Is false. Exclusive dealing notification would be revoked if the public detriment
outweighed the public benefit and there was substantial lessening of competition. Again,
the prices will be reduced, and there is no substantial lessening of competition.

The submission stated that the application "is not made with the Franchisees and the
public interests in mind " This statement is rejected as the prices for the supplies will be
lowered providing a benefit for Franchisees and the public.
In Summary:

The submission failed to substantiate that the likely detriments outweighed the likely
benefits in regards to third line forcing and for full line forcing that: the likely detriments
outweighed the likely benefits.
And
That there would be a substantial lessening of competition in any market.
The submission failed to show any evidence that there would be substantial lessening of
competition. In fact they stated that: The introduction of Patrick Products into the market
resulted in wholesale price dudions.

Response to Seal-A-Fridge (Brisbane North)

It is again impossible to respond to sections that are hidden away h m public scrutiny by
excluding details h m the public mgister.
1.

Tbe likely benefit claimed:

We cannot compare or even verify the Documents names 1,2, or 3 to compare if they are
genuine price lists or false price lists.
SAF Brisbane North has a commercial arrangement with Austwide and receives special
discounts not offered to other Franchisees.

Patrick Products does not sell to SAF through a bulk arrangement - this will occur when
the ACCC advises if the Notification will be revoked or not and then SAF can negotiate a
commercial agreement with other suppliers for a bulk discount rate.
B

Lower prices:

We totally agree with the statement, "Thepublic are winning all the way with healthy
competition s it now stands with RBM, Austwide and Patrick Products, in the
marketplace.
"

This only refers to the wholesale market not the bulk discount market, if this Notification
is not revoked then greater savings can be made in the bulk purchase of supplies.
We have no control over running costs such as fuel hikes, vehicle expenses, wages,
advertising etc. We can however reduce supply costs.
Seal-A-Fridge Franchisee Association:
This Association has failed to properly form under a registered association leaving
its current dwindling members to be legally exposed for any of the Associations
decisions. SAf has encouraged the proper formation of an Association,even writing
the "mission statement"however in house fighting and petty control issues as well as
members not willing to pay fees for the Association has stalled the Association from
being legally formed. I have reams of emails and papenvork from this small group
of Franchisees about their rights to form an association, what they hope to achieve
etc etc. All the while putting the Franchisor down and yet after all this noise there is
nothing that has been formally achieved.

(c)

Consistently high quality refrigeration seal products:

The notification will enable supplies to be purchased Grom any supplier who provides
quality stock at the right price, not just Patrick Products.
The minimum quality standards are to ensure that the seal standards remain high. The
standards for supplies are clearly documented for suppliers and Franchisees to =view.
(d)High quality end products to consumers, which are standardized across the Franchise
network.
The statement that "withrefigerator seals, we believe there is less importancefor the
product being used to rnamrf4cture the door seals being identical....the consumer
wouIdnJtknow the d~rerenceas there is not much variance in qualityfor most product
items~m
a v of the major suppliers mentioned:'
This statement is exactly why there should be a standardized product across the Franchise
network.
The statement that "the consumer would!'t know the d~reerence" is absurd. This is why
we have Australian Standards so that the consumer is able to meive a standardized
product no matter w h e they
~ live in Australia.
The consumer shouldn't have to know the difference because in 98% of cases they would
not have the experience to know.
Especially in a National Franchise System consumers expect the same standardized
product.
We are very disappointed that one of our Franchisees would even make such a careless
statement.
(e)

Prompt and consistent delivery of supplies:

We cannot comment on sections that have been intentionally excluded, however it should
be noted that the conduct of this Notification has not commenced.

(f)

National Warranty Program:

SAF does not have a National Warranty Program.
(g)

Improved responsiveness to any product recalls:

By enabling Franchisees to purchase higher quality products it will reduce the number of
product recalls.

(h & i) The conduct of the Notification will ensure that SAF Franchiis can purchase
supplies at a lower price and this will ensue that we can offer our service to consumers in

the future.

2 (a)

Likely benefits chimed:

Wetotally agree with the statement that: "Competitionis strong andgetting stmnger,
with new competition in the i h t t yfor both retail and wholesale mrkets which in twn
is benepting the public."
This is further evidence that as previously submitted that the markets are highly
compaitive.\
(b)

The likely detriments form the arrangements:

Excluded??
(c)

SAF mrisbane North) does not have Section 4 (a) in their Agreement.

Yes,there are slight differences in each Franchise agreement; however, what is at the
core of the Agreement is as detailed in ALL of the Franchise Agreements is:
(1)

stated in the %hereas:" on page 2 of the Agreement.

The Franchisee understands and acknowledges that the "SAF Systemn requires
the adherence by Franchisees to all the Franchisors standards, specifications and policies.
(b)

(2)

As d e f d in 1A Definitions.

"Authorized Products or Services" means those products or services appnwed by the
Franchisor for sale by the Franchisee as set forth &om time to tine in writing by the
Franchisor.
(3)

As d
e
w in 1A Definitions:

"Seal-A-Fridge System" means the marketing, sale and maintenance of the Authorized
Products and Services under the name "Seal-A-Fridge."
(4)

1B Franchise

"The Franchisor hereby grants to the Franchisee, a Franchise and Right "('The
Franchise)" to use the Marks and the "Seal-A-Fridge System* in thc operation by the
Franchisee of the Business of marketing the Authorized Products and Services for the
term within the Territory."
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4C Operating Standards

..............TCae Franchisee a p e s not to dwiatejbm the specifcations, standards and

procedures set by the Franchisorfor the operation of the Franchilw Businesd'
The Franchisee must only use those products or services approved by the Franchisor.

We reject the statement that "the applicants are misleading when they say there is no
approved supplier yet. "

.

We did forward a letter to Franchisees which stated .. ......the companies tbat met the
minimum quality standards. This is totally different from being appointed a;"nominated
approved supplier."

Summary:
The submission did outline responses to likely benefits and detriments to the Notification
and raised issues in respect to markets. However, it totally avoided any response to
substantial lessening of competition.
It did however, state that "Competitionis stmng and getting stronger with new
competition in the indfor both the retail and wholesale markets which in turn is
beneJitng the public. "
It is clear from this statement that there could not be a substantial lessening of
competition!

Response to Anonymous - submigsion dated 1 5January
~
2006
The price will be lower or the ACCC can revoke Notification as a result of there
not being a public benefit.
1.

The requirement for a certain type of gasket if not available from SAF will be that
a routine order will be in place allowing the Franchisee to standardize the ordering
process so that they do not require permission every time. Commonsense should prevail
regarding this matter.

2.

3.

SAF has no control over petrol prices, telephone charges, increased advertising
costs, etc, etc, etc,
Any reduction in costs will ultimately benefit the general public. On the other hand will a
rise in the cost of supplies not be passed onto the general public?
The statement that "SAF's entry into the marketfor the supply of PVC extrusion
and magnet, along with the publicized quality contml standards, should be allowed
Competition is good As buyers mated to purchase these supposedly better standard
seals, the other competitors would be moved to either improve their own standard of
seals and or lower prices to keep their share of the market (as has already happened
with RBM) "
4.

We are in full agreement with this statement. Well said IB Anonymous.
Summary:
The submission talked about benefits, detriments and markets. However, it was not even
mentioned that there would be a substantial lessening of competition or any evidence
provided to say that this would occur.

Response to Anonymms submission to the Notification dated 2zd January, 2007
Response:

Obviously, Franchisees have different preferences for different profiles. The conduct
outlined in the Notification will not prevent Franchisees h m having a choice of product
we intend to purchase h m all suppliers in bulk and offer Franchisees lower prices. We
will ensure that J.P still has a choice.

Summary:
The submission detailed the likely benefits and detriments and markets, however; the
submission did not mention whether there would be a substantial lessening of
competition or provide any evidence of it.

Response to Seal-A-Fridge oarwin) Submission dated 15& January, 2007

Mr John Sundbye is not the Franchisee of Seal-A-Frige (Darwin) The Franchisee is
Fabulous Pty Ltd who Mr Sundbye is a Director.
Mr Sundbye is not a Franchisee of SAF Pty Ltd, he is a Franchisee of Mr Nigel Rooney
and therefore is not subject to the Exclusive Dealings Notification N 501%.

Mr Sundbye is subject to the 3d line forcing Notification # N 50199.
Mr Sundbye's Company, although located in Darwin has NEVER purchased any supplies
h m Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd.
We do not expect that Mr Sundbye will support our Notifications. Everything Mr
Sundbye reads seems to be prefaced with "Could be seen asfalse and misleading."
(a)

Lower prices:

Lower prices have been sourced from some suppliers. This is evident in the pending price
list which has discounted items by around 15%. If'prices were increased and there was no
public benefit, then the ACCC could revoke the Notification.
The statement that "adiscount of between $0.54~and $1.38~
for a standard
fridge is not going to be a savingfor the general public. "

(b)

The 15% discount on Mr Sundbye's figures relates to his calculation of $1.38 of the
thousands of seals that he does in a year. The public in his Franchise Territory
will benefit by thousands of dollars and multiplied by thirty Franchisees it runs into over
$100,000.00 per annurn.

Mr Sundbye makes substantial profits in his Franchise which is located in the tropics and
other Fridge seal business's he sets up in other warm areas such as Rockhampton Mobile
Fridge Seals which is located in Rockhampton. So to Mr Sundbye $1.38 each seal "isnot
going to be a savingfor the generalpublic. " Mr Sundbye should let the public be the
judge of that.
SAF's aim is to ensure that the minimum quality standards are made so that
(c)
product recalls are a non-event.
We are pleased to advise Mr Sundbye that SAF Pty Ltd would not be required
(d)
under the conduct to supply him as he is not a Franchisee of SAF Pty Ltd.
We are pleased that Mr Sundbye personally guarantees his product
(d)
Number 2
and service but he cannot give a National Warranty as he only operates within the
Northern Temtory (that is with his Seal-A-Fridge Business)

(e)

The response in the submission has no relevance to the statement made by SAF.

Consumers can purchase seals fiom any sources, they are not restricted to
(f)
purchasing seals only from mobile fridge seal replacement services.
Mr Sundbye is not part of the Exclusive Dealings Notification of Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd he is part of the 3d Line Forcing.

RE: Letter dated 17" November, 2006
The point was clearly made that SAF, Retravision and Mitre 10 do not
1.
manufacture their own products, they buy them in b u k 'fortunately this point was not
missed by everyone.
la
All companies Australian or overseas are subject to the same SAF minimum
quality standards.
Yes, the same applies to my wife. Yes SAF does ship its supplies h m Burleigh
2.
Heads and has done since October, 2005.
Unfortunately for Mr Sundbye Mr and Mrs Rooney do not own Patrick Products
4.
Them are 30 SAF Pty Ltd Franchisees in Australia Mr Sundbye however, is not
one of them as previously discussed.

5 & 6 Disclosure Documents are c m n t at the time of supply Re: 1" March,2005. it is
now March, 2007.
SAF Pty Ltd did not start purchasing products from Patrick Products to supply to
Franchisees until October, 2005, which is six months later than the Disclosure Document
dated Is' March, 2005.
Once again Mr Sundbye is not a Franchisee of SAF Pty Ltd.

If the conduct of the Notification is not revoked then freight rates will be provided
7.
to all Franchisees if required.
An Operations Manual was supplied to Mr Sundbye when he purchased the
8.
Franchise. One wonders how for ten years he has operated a Franchise and set up
different Seal Business's without one.
Once again, Mr Sundbye assumes that $1.38 is not a public benefit, when it is
10.
multiplied by all SAF Franchisees to a saving to the public of over $100,000.00 per
annum.

1qa) Mr Sundbye has not received correspondence because he is not a Franchisee of
SAF Pty Ltd, although he believes he is.
1qai) SAF has not 'demanded" anything. Franchisees were requested to use products
that met the SAF Minimum Quality Standards.

lqaii) Franchisees have been fiee to purchase and have been from any supplier they
chose. .
lqbi) no comment requSued.
10(bii) The Franchisor was certainly aware of the Companies supplying products to
Franchisees and the quality at the time met with our then required standads, however, as
previously stated the quality standard had been lowered by the manufacturer's not the
Franchisor.
1la
Exclusive Dealing Notification does not apply to Mr Sundbye. Once again SAF
intends to purchase supplies h m all suppliers in bulk and then sell it to Franchisees at
discount. We hope Mr Sundbye does seriously consider whether to renew his Agreement.

11b

See our response to lO(bii)

14.
Mr Sundbye still does not understand that he is not a Franchisee of SAF Pty Ltd,
which he claims he is.
See cover sheet of the Franchise Agreement with Mr Nigel Rooney (See Doc 10)

For the record Mr Sundbye is regularly confiised about times, dates, status and what has
been said.
To confirm this you need to go no fbrther than Point 8 of this submission where he states:
'$aspart of ow Franchise Agreement &&d N a s 1997"

AS detailed in Doc 10the Franchise Agreement was e n d into on 11' September,
1997, not in November. Mr Sundbye is not the Franchisee - Fabulous Pty Ltd is.
SAF Pty Ltd is not the Franchisor - Mr Nigel Rooney is.
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The cost savings have been calculated to be 15% which Mr Sundbye terms as
''wry linle."

15.
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No=cation Summary:

SAF Pty Ltd will provide Franchisees with bulk discount rates which will in turn benefit
the public.
Summary:

The submission by Mr Sundbye was fill of basic m r s which is standard performance
for him.
The likely benefits to the public were dismissed as "very little"
While the likely detriment would no doubt be "very large."
Mr Sundbye discussed the markets, but avoided and did not raise any evidence of
substantial lessening of competition.

